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Gina Hall is done with men who won't commit. Ten years waiting for her ex to propose wasted her

time. Never again. When her friend Kristen starts a game of Truth or Dare, she dares Gina to go on

a date with Ethan, who's amazing and total marriage material. As Gina plans the going away party

for office playboy Chris Bradley, she spontaneously initiates a game of Truth or Dare with him.

When his turn comes around, he dares Gina to pose as his girlfriend to help get a flirty colleague off

his back. Gina finds playing couple with Chris way too much fun. Even though Gina and Chris are

pretending, their relationship begins to feel painfully real. Fearing she might be falling for another

fly-by man, Gina must focus on Ethan so she doesn't make the same dating mistakes all over again.
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I couldn't stand the heroine. First, she is living with this guy for 10 years, he won't propose so she

breaks it off. THEN, she lets him stay in the apartment for 4 months without kicking him to the curb.

Finally her friends MOVE HER out. She finally gets a date with a hunk, he is going to a big dinner

with his boss. GUESS who is not at home getting ready for her big night. OH no, she is out with the

girls doing alterations on a dress for a wedding. NO consideration for him. I just got fed up and quit

reading. I can't stand a personality like hers and didn't really see her getting any better. This book is

not for me. Others may like, but I just couldn't get up any positive feelings for this heroine.

What a well written story that captured me. I think this is such a sweet story with humor! Gina writes



off men after a 10 year dead end relationship. But, her friend Ellen is getting married and Gina

needs a date for the occasion. What unfolds is a story that had my cracking up! But also has some

hot moments with Gina and Chris!! The tension is thick as a malt shake!! Yummy! Truth or Date has

stuck with my like ice cream! If you love a sweet romance Truth or Date is not to be missed. Pick it

up! Ms. Hatler I hope you are writing Kristen's book as I need it!!Just FYI~ Contains NO sex or

swearing

Didn't realize this was a series, will certainly look for the others. Really enjoyed getting to know the

characters and rooting for some passion & romance. CLEAN book, no foul language, no descriptive

sex but still a fun read

Susan HatlerTruth or DateBetter Date than Never series, Book #2This time round its Gina's turn,

and whilst playing truth or dare with the office hunk Chris, things start to get interesting. Cute and

sassy, it's a feel good book that you can curl up to and forget everything other than blossoming

romance. Thankfully it isn't plain sailing, and that just makes it all the more fascinating to read. The

perfect romantic read with characters that will become friends for life.An e-copy of this book was

gifted through .com.

I'm a huge Susan Hatler fan, so it's no surprise that I LOVED this book. In fact, I think this just might

be her best one yet.Chris is dreamy and Gina is hilarious. Their dialogue is crammed with witty

remarks and steamy moments. For anyone who likes sweet romance, this is your ticket.Super

cute!!!

Fun times for Gina!! As she undergoes a breakup and tries to find Mr. Right to settle down with, her

attraction to Chris keeps things exciting. Their banter is fun and playful. The dialogue was awesome

throughout the story and the humor light and creative. Though this is a short romance, there's quite

a bit packed into this story, and a nice way to while away an afternoon. Loved the snappiness of the

story. It was fresh and left a great feeling at the end. Just wish it had been longer. :)

I've enjoyed every story that I've read by Susan Hatler. Her stories are "clean", involve some

dilemma that could be a real issue, and about never giving up the hope of finding that special

someone. The upbeat (and slightly humorous) tone of her stories lend to th feel of belief in "second

chances" at love. While this was a short story, it and the characters were fully developed and a



satisfying reading experience.

If you are looking for a quick sweet romance, this book is for you. In keeping with the series Gina,

one of Ellen's friends, is looking for love. She is recently single, which means she needs a man. Ok,

this is about a chick-lit not getting on a soap box.Love the fun banter between Gina and Chris.

Would have been nice to have his POV. Unfortunately, the whole narrative comes from Gina. They

do have a very cute dynamic. I also love the camaraderie between all the girls. Sometimes you

need a girlfriend to just tell you things straight.I accidentally read things out of order with this series.

Definitely should go in order, each story builds on the others. They are all slightly connected.I

listened to the audiobook narrated by Martha Lee, who is lovely. She has a great pace to her read

that keeps the story moving. The voices are distinct and consistent throughout. She has just the

right level of snarky balanced with maturity. I am definitely going to be looking for more of her

works.I am enjoying these short sweet squeaky clean romances.
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